
SPLIT-FLOW VIDEO – SCRIPT OUTLINE 

 

1. Logo Sequence 

 
2. Split-Flow pump “flies” over the logo 

 

3. Title Sequence with rotating Split-Flow pump, finishing with close-up of 4-port back cover 
filling the screen 

 [TITLE:]  Split-Flow Pumps for Simplified Circuits 

 [NARRATION BEGINS HALF WAY THROUGH TITLE:] 

 
 “Dynex pumps, with Split-Flow technology, provide circuit flexibility to simplify multiple-

function hydraulic systems.” 

 

4. [MERGING PUMPS SECTION – SEE SCENE 1 STORY BOARD:] 

 Four standard one-port pumps converge into one pump. Single pump tips down and four 
ports appear. 

  

 “Multiple pumps in a system can be replaced by one Dynex multiple-outlet pump.” 

 

 Four flows out of back cover. 

 

 [TEXT – BULLET LIST – BUILD TO MATCH NARRATION} 

• Fewer components 
• Easier Installation 
• Less Maintenance 

 

 “These Split-Flow pumps reduce system costs… with fewer components…easier 
installation…and less maintenance.” 

 

5.  [PUMP OPERATION SECTION] 

 Pump comes into frame. Housing and barrel both peal away to reveal two pistons reciprocating in 
barrel, similar to first video but with shorter duration (we are not showing the multiple fluids in this 
video). Piston reciprocating segment is shorter to match shorter narration: 

“Piston check valves isolate each pumping chamber, allowing the output of each piston to be 
used separately. Each piston acts like a miniature pumping unit, with the piston outputs 
grouped in the pump cover.” 

 

 Split-Flow back cover opens up to show two axial outlets. 

  

[CAPTION:]  INDEPENDENT FLOWS TO THE SYSTEM 

“The independent flows are discharged from the multiple outlets providing smooth flow to the 
system.” 
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6.  [PISTON OUTPUT SPLITS] 

 

Complete Split-Flow pump moving, shaft toward camera (cover not visible).  In the 
background is a large pump schematic symbol (circle) with 10 equally space triangles. 

 

[CAPTION:]  VARIOUS PISTON-OUTPUT SPLITS 

 

“Various Spilt-Flow pumps are available providing specific multiple flows.” 

 

[TEXT:]  TEN-PISTON PUMP 

 

On the pump schematic symbol, three triangles are colored green and seven are colored 
blue. The triangles with the same color merge to form two triangles, one green and one blue. 

 

[TEXT:]  3-Pistons + 7-pistons 

“For example, a ten-piston pump can provide 3-pistons output from one outlet and 7-pistons 
output from the second outlet.” 

 

On the pump schematic symbol, four triangles are colored green and six are colored blue. 
The triangles with the same color merge to form two triangles, one green and one blue. 

[TEXT:]  4-Pistons + 6-pistons 

 

“Or 4-piston output and 6 piston output…” 

 

On the pump schematic symbol, five triangles are colored green and five are colored blue. 
The triangles with the same color merge to form two triangles, one green and one blue. 

[TEXT:]  5-Pistons + 5-pistons 

 

“Or 5 pistons output and 5-pistons output…” 

 

On the pump schematic symbol, all ten triangles are now colored yellow. 

[Text:] 10 independent flows 

 

“Up to ten separate flows are possible, from a ten-piston Split-Flow pump.” 

 

7. [CIRCUIT EXAMPLE 1 – LIFTING] 

 Conventional four-pump lifting circuit (schematic drawing) 

 

[CAPTION:]  CONVENTIONAL LIFTING CIRCUIT 
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 “Conventional lifting circuits use multiple pumps, which provide inconsistent flows, resulting 
in uneven lifting, especially with unbalanced loads.” 

 

 Crumpled paper effect. 

 

 Dynex Split-Flow circuit (schematic drawing) revealed on a black background. 

 

[CAPTION:] SPLIT-FLOW SYNCHRONIZED LIFTING  

 

 “A single four-outlet Split-Flow pump can replace four pumps. 

“Consistent output from each piston results in accurate flow to each cylinder. 

  

 Camera zooms into close-up of pump schematic (circle with four triangles). Triangles “glow 
yellow” one at a time, to highlight each outlet flow. 

 

 “Each individual piston, acts like a miniature pumping unit, with output grouped in the pump 
cover to meet application requirements. 

 

 Transition to line drawing of four cylinders lifting a house (wire frame). 

 Cylinders become 3-D and raise the house (3-D but not fully rendered) 

 

 “Flow from the high-pressure pump, operating at pressures to 20,000 psi, moves the jacks in 
unison regardless of differences in the load”. 

 

 [TEXT:] “Cylinders move in unison regardless of differences in load”  

 

“Split-Flow technology provides system flexibility for lifting, jacking or skidding operations.” 

 

 [TRANSITION]  Zoom in tight to blue screen that reveals itself to be 3D pump that then 
zooms away to infinity on light background. 

 

8.  [CIRCUIT EXAMPLE 2 – RESCUE TOOLS] 

 Conventional two-pump circuit with two cylinders (schematic drawing) 

  

 [CAPTION:]  CONVENTIONAL MULTI-TOOL CIRCUIT 

 “Conventional multiple-function circuits use one pump to supply multiple flow requirements.  

 “This results in reduced flow and poor tool performance beyond the first tool in these series 
circuits.” 
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 Crumpled-paper effect. 

 Dynex Split-Flow Circuit (schematic drawing) revealed on a black background 

 

[CAPTION:]  MULTI-TOOL SPLIT-FLOW CIRCUIT 

 

“One Split-Flow pump supplies independent flows to multiple functions in a circuit. 

 

Camera zooms into close-up of pump schematic (circle with two triangles). Triangles “glow 
yellow” one at a time, to highlight each outlet flow. 

“The output flow from each outlet simultaneously supplies each tool with the flow and 
pressure required for the work function.” 

  

Transition to line drawing of two tools in use. Tools become 3-D and operate with camera 
movement. 

 

“In a multiple-function circuit each tool is controlled by its own fluid supply from each port of 
one Split-Flow pump. 

 

 [TEXT:] “Full flow and pressure required by each tool”  

 

“Split-Flow technology efficiently supplies flow in a multiple function circuit for improved tool 
performance.” 

 

 Zoom in (transition) to blue screen that reveals itself to be 3D pump zooming away to infinity 
with white background. 

9.  [CIRCUIT EXAMPLE 3 – TORQUE TOOL HI-LO CIRCUIT] 

 Conventional two-pump hi-lo circuit (schematic drawing) 

 

 [CAPTION:]  CONVENTIONAL HI-LO CIRCUIT 

 

 “Conventional Hi-Lo circuits use two pumps to meet changing flow and pressure 
requirements. 

 “This results in complex circuits, additional components and higher costs.” 

  

Crumpled paper effect 

 Dynex Split-Flow circuit (schematic drawing) revealed on a black background 

 

[CAPTION:]  SPLIT-FLOW HI-LO CIRCUIT 
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 “Split-Flow pumps combine the output flow from both ports for high flow and rapid actuator 
movement.” 

Camera zooms into close-up of pump schematic (circle with two triangles). Triangles both 
“glow yellow”, to highlight combined outlet flow. 

 

“When required, high pressure is achieved at low flow for effective clamping, pressing and 
high torque tool applications.” 

Now only one triangle both “glow yellow”, to highlight combined outlet flow. 

 Transition to line drawing of torque tool being used on flange with nuts. 

 Tool become 3-D and the nut turns. 

Flow and Pressure superimposed on screen: 

3 GPM 

500 PSI 

 

“Combined flow is supplied to the tool until load pressure rises to the unloading valve 
setting.” 

 

[TEXT:]  “Rapid tool advancement” 

 

The nut is tightened. 

Flow and Pressure superimposed on screen: 

1 GPM 

15,000 PSI 

 

“The higher output flow is then unloaded to tank. The remaining lower flow is supplied at 
high pressure up to the relief valve pressure.” 

 

[TEXT:]  “High performance tool operation” 

 

“Compact, high-pressure pumps with Split-Flow technology are ideal for torque tool 
applications.” 

 

10.  [CONCLUSION] 

 

“The proven performance of Dynex pumps with Split-Flow technology has benefited 
applications worldwide for over 50 years. Customers rely on Dynex service before, during 
and after the sale.” 

[Dynex Logo] 

Proven Performance. Trusted Service 


